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Julie Christensen  0:09   
Hi, this is Julie Christensen with APSE. We're excited to launch the APSE Employment First 
employment for all podcast as a new way to connect with you. This podcast is a way to provide 
updates, real time advocacy alerts, and information related to all things employment. First, be 
sure to subscribe so you don't miss an episode. And thanks for listening. 
 
Erica Belois-Pacer  0:37   
Thanks for joining us today. This is Erica Belois Pacer with national APSE. And this week, and for 
the next few weeks, we're going to be highlighting our post conference session presenters. So 
we're really excited today to have Karen Lee with us. And I'm gonna let Karen introduce herself. 
I know she's done a lot of amazing things. I'm guessing many of our listeners already know, 
Karen, but I'm gonna let Karen introduce herself and just kind of give a overview of what she's 
done in the past and what she's working on right now.  
 
Karen Lee  1:10   
Hi, thank you so much, Erica. This is Karen Lee. And I'm going to be presenting on the state 
employment first self assessment in a couple of weeks. So I hope you can join us tell you a little 
bit about myself. I'm the executive director of SEEC, which is a provider agency in the DC metro 
area, we support people to as we say live, work and thrive. So we support the people with 
intellectual and developmental disabilities and do so with a team of really brilliant folks. In both 
employment services supported living, we have Project Search. And then we also have a great 
wraparound Community Integration called Community Engagement. So and professionally, I've 
worked at seek for a really long time, I always say to people, that's I've made 31 years of 
mistakes. So I know how to how to do it. Well, these days I've been working with seek for 31 
years. And during my about five years ago, the head of DDA here in Maryland, the 
developmental disabilities administration, I kind of challenged him a little bit about being an 
Employment First state and how was he going to implement that and he challenged me right 
back and said, Come and help me do that. So I went on loan for about 18 months and worked 
with the DDA in Maryland to create the Employment First strategic plan and brought along 
about 175 to 200 stakeholders in Maryland to help us to do that. And that's the year that we 
were able to successfully not only increase capacity to do competitive integrated employment, 
but also pass the ken Capone Act, which allowed us to be reduced and then and then and 
reliance on 14 C to pay people with disabilities to work. So Maryland is successfully 
implementing competitive integrated employment strategy now without any dependence on 
14 C. After my work with Maryland, other states started to ask, Hey, would you come and help 
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us do this as well. And so I hooked up with the folks at ODEP, the Office of Disability 
Employment Policy on the federal level, and wrote some ideas wrote up a policy document 
about how to do strategic planning at the states and worked alongside of the folks at ODEP to 
help a number of states write strategic plans. And while I was out there doing that, they asked 
how do we know what to focus on? How do we know what good is what what it should look 
like what an Employment First policy and practice should look like at a state policy level. And so 
that's how this state employment For self assessment came about is, it turns out to be a tool 
with lots of resources on best practices, as well as resources on a checklist for for checking your 
state policy and practices to see if you're doing the right stuff or the best practice to be able to 
implement a good solid Employment First policy and strategic plan. I'm going to be joined by 
Richard Davis who works for ODEP. He is the senior policy adviser on a number of projects and 
has great passion around competitive integrated employment and creating that capacity. 
 
For people with intellectual developmental disabilities, as well as people with mental health 
support needs and veterans, so Richards are a great partner to be doing this with. He's very 
knowledgeable, has a lot of experience. And, you know, I'm really proud to say I've worked with 
a number of states, as well as providers to go through some transformation, rewrite their 
waivers, look at their policies. And so this tool turns out to be just a really great way of states 
that to guide them through this process. And so I'm working right now on that. I'm also working 
right now, through econ Sis, which is the old EPS partner on a project called NEON. And they're 
working with national organizations. And I know APSE. He is one of those national organizations 
to work with local providers. And I'm working with source America and have just some 
incredibly dynamic providers that are really looking at expanding CIE. So, you know, I have both 
this combination of a practical life and a policy life and really enjoyed both of those sides of, of 
my past, Karen. And I think having both probably is key that way, you can see what's happening, 
and implement that with the policy. So that's definitely a great position to be in. Just out of 
curiosity, would you mind letting us know what states you've worked in? I'm sure. Well, I've 
done some work in Arkansas and Kentucky. I've done work in Tennessee, and Maryland, 
Pennsylvania, little bit in Pennsylvania, New York. California.  
 
Erica Belois-Pacer  6:58   
That's great. I wasn't sure I know a lot. I wasn't sure if you had collaborated at all with Colorado, 
just because I know they're doing -- 
 
Karen Lee  7:05   
Yep. A little bit. A little bit in Colorado. As a matter of fact, they use the strategic plan guide as 
they kicked off their employment first Office. So yeah, congratulations to Colorado. They're 
really they're really moving along and creating some great infrastructure around increasing 
capacity. So absolutely. I thought they did. That's why I yeah, yeah. I, you know, it's I forget, I 
forget where I've been sometimes, you know, except now I'm just in my in my office, right? 
We're not traveling to meet these people. We're doing everything online, which is turned out to 
be actually, you know, I think we've been way more effective as subject matter experts 
supporting transition. Because we can see each other more often when you're not traveling. So 
it's been it's actually been, I think, a big, big improvement.  



 
Erica Belois-Pacer  7:58   
So yeah, I think some of its been great. And we should keep in some of it, maybe not? 
Absolutely, it's across the board. But I feel like having virtual options for people that otherwise 
may not have been able to travel places is huge. And just hearing from a variety of folks that 
maybe in the past, we've may not have as great too. So I would agree with that. Karen, just out 
of curiosity, how did you start in this field?  
 
Karen Lee  8:25   
Oh, you know, I'm, I'm from Minnesota originally, and social justice has always been a part of 
my life and my family's life. And somebody had suggested to me that combining my love for 
athletics and outdoor and so on with social justice would be a way to look for a career and and 
so I started off actually, as a recreational therapist doing outdoor and community integration 
activities back in the 80s in Chicago, and really found that found my home in employment, 
really employment. And then, you know, the other thing that I really focus my work on is our 
direct support professionals that I think it's so critical that empowering the opportunities for 
our direct support professionals, as well as the people we provide supports to their success 
goes hand in hand. And so really looking at those two groups and really found opportunity for 
my passion and love of social justice in supporting those two groups of people to you know, live 
live their best life.  
 
Erica Belois-Pacer  9:45   
I did not know that. That's great. How long did you live in Chicago? 
 
Karen Lee  9:51   
 I you know, I was there. The end in the middle of in the mid 80s. So that long. 
 
Erica Belois-Pacer  9:58   
No, that's great. But I think I've always curious how people end up in this field. And like you, I 
agree, I think, you know, helping and providing a career path and ways for folks that are direct 
support professionals or employment support professionals to move forward in their career is 
huge. I know, when I used to do training for ESP is, we would sometimes ask, you know, how 
did you become the manager? And a lot of times, they would say, Oh, I was tricked into it, or 
they said, I would be great at it. But they didn't have those, you know, learning opportunities 
and training to, you know, move forward and feel confident with what they were doing. So I 
think I agree, yeah.  
 
Karen Lee  10:38   
Well, I'm really, I'm really hoping that the money that's coming out of some of the COVID relief 
money is going to be focused on that workforce development across the country, and across 
creating a career pathway. Because you know, it's tough I too often, you hear Oh, the person 
that we're providing supports to makes more than their direct support staff Who's there? And 
you know, it not that that not that everybody shouldn't make, you know, the best that they can, 



but everybody should make a living wage. So, absolutely. in certain states, I'm seeing stuff come 
out with some funding specific for Workforce Development. So fingers crossed.  
 
Erica Belois-Pacer  11:24   
Absolutely, absolutely. Move forward. But definitely key to you know, making just 
improvements across the board and helping, like you said, both the DSPs and people that 
choose support, so definitely huge. Well, is there anything else you want to share about the 
post conference session? Before we get off today?  
 
Karen Lee  11:45   
Yeah, I'd love to just say, you know, the post conference, thanks so much for for having us. But 
this Employment First guide, you know, it's a tool, it was it was created with states, it was 
created with some of our partners from the AOD, the administration on disability, the, you 
know, people that are like, there were DD Council members that gave me some input, there 
were, you said, That gave me some input, state, state leaders that gave me input. This is really 
for anybody who is in an advocacy position or leadership position to create an employment first 
strategy in the state. And there are 10 critical areas that we go over. And, and, and each of 
those areas are, you know, see Employment First policy rates and reimbursement, capacity 
building, interagency collaboration, provider transformation, 614, see employer engagement, 
seamless transition, mental health and data collection, those are the 10 areas that are that are 
based in this particular assessment tool. And each of those areas has a best practice area, it has 
resources. So if you want to learn more about those best practices, it has the actual assessment 
tool, and then it has an opportunity for you to look at your assessment tool and say, Hmm, you 
know, what are the trends that I'm seeing here, and then as a result, from that, you can create 
your recommendations for your strategic plan. So, you know, if you're going to go through a, 
let's say, interagency collaboration, and there's an assessment tool, and you check off, this 
person is involved in employment for us, and this person isn't you can look at it and say, Oh, we 
don't have enough self advocates, or we don't have enough family members. So the tool really 
is meant for you to go through and understand where your state stands in relation to best 
practices for implementing an employment first strategy. So it's a very, very practical term. It's 
not in complicated language. And during the, that's great, yeah, during during the actual event, 
when Richard and I present, we're going to give people an opportunity to actually work 
together and try some things out three hours is a long time if you're just sitting and listening. So 
we're going to actively engage people in practicing some of these things in and sharing their, 
their own information from their states. 
 
Erica Belois-Pacer  14:30   
I think that sounds wonderful. And looking at the folks that have registered so far. It definitely 
looks like there's a variety of folks from different states. So that will be helpful in itself. I think. 
That'll be great. Thank you, Karen, for joining us. And I just want to encourage folks to check out 
our website and if you are an APSE member, you would have received probably numerous 
emails about our post conference coming up. But Karen will be presenting on Wednesday of 
the week that we're doing it. And like she said, it's three hours. And I would just encourage 



folks to sign up and participate. It's going to be, I guess, educational. And I think some fun. So, 
yeah, I think it would be great.  
 
Karen Lee  15:14   
Yeah. Richard and I look forward to to connecting with people.  
 
Erica Belois-Pacer  15:19   
Yes, I would agree. I think that's my favorite part about conferences, and even virtually, it's nice 
to see people's faces and be able to talk to folks and just really communicate and network 
across our field. So  
 
Karen Lee  15:33   
yeah, wonderful. 
 
Erica Belois-Pacer  15:35   
 Thanks. Again, Karen. And I look forward to the session. We have a few weeks until it's 
happening. But we want to make sure that we're getting the information out. And it's going to 
be on August 11. And it's going to be from one to 4pm. Eastern Standard Time. But of course, 
when you register, it will give you the correct time for your time zone. So thanks again for 
joining us today. And thanks, Karen. We'll see you soon.  
 
Karen Lee  16:05   
Thank you 
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